DJ VECTREK Event Contract
I Sean Marshall (DJ VECTREK) will be providing the musical entertainment at
the Party for __________ on __________.

Location Information:
Customer Name

Contact #

Address of Customer
Address of Event
Date of Event

Event Time

Type of Event

# of Guests

Payment / Event Information:
1. The total fee for this service is _____ dollars for _____ hours of
entertainment. If __________ requests additional hours, and DJ
VECTREK is able to provide them, the fee will be 80 dollars per additional
hour.
2. __________ will pay a _____ dollar deposit at least 10 days prior to the
event. This deposit is non-refundable.
3. __________will pay the remaining balance due on the date of the event.
4. If __________ wishes to cancel the service, she must give DJ VECTREK
at least 2 days’ notice. Any cancellation after that point will result in the
billing of the remaining balance.
5. DJ VECTREK will require a minimum of 45 minutes for setup and tear
down before and after the event. If this conflicts with any of __________’s
rental agreements (room rental) or personal needs please bring this to the
attention of DJ VECTREK immediately.
6. Electrical outlets or some electrical supply must be present at __________
event. If electricity cannot be provide please contact DJ VECTECK to
receive a new quote for service to account for this.
7. If DJ VECTREK fails to provide services at the event listed above he will
be required to make full restitution of payment to __________.
(Payments may be made via cash or check. Checks and cash payable to Sean
Marshall at Address: 10245 South Camden Court, Oak Creek, Wisconsin 53154)

Setup:
1. DJ VECTREK will bring the following for setup:
-

1 Live PA system (2 speakers 15 inches each with tripods).
2 Chauvet 4-Play CL party lights.
4 American DJ Mega Par up lighting / wash lighting fixtures.
1 Laserworld EL-200RGY laser.
1 Chauvet Hurricane 1300 fog machine (with 1 liter of fluid).
1 Mixing controller.
1 Laptop.
Miscellaneous gaffers’ tape and extension cords.

Music:
1. DJ VECTREK will play songs chosen by __________ and a selection from
his own library.
2. DJ VECTREK will take requests from __________, and guests (if
employer permitted) for the event, provided that the requested music is in
DJ VECTREK’s collection.

Damages:
1. __________ agrees to pay for all damages to DJ VECTREK’s equipment
caused by the negligence of Ms. Carolyn Pinkerton or any of the event
guests.
2. __________ will be allowed to inspect the equipment prior to the start of
the event to assure it is all in working order and free from any damage.

Customer Name

Customer Signature
Date: _____________________

Sean Marshall (DJ VECTREK)
DJ Name

DJ Signature
Date: _____________________

